
 

 

 

 

Renewable energy: projects on agricultural land outside built-up areas?    

by Andrada Haranguș, LL.M. Avocat (Attorney at Law RO) 

 

In October 2020, Law no. 17/ 2014 (“Law 17”) regarding the sale of agricultural land (terenuri 
agricole) located outside the built-up areas (extravilan) was significantly amended. A complicated 
preemption procedure (procedura de preemptiune) involving several stages required before the 
effective sale of these plots of land was regulated. Furthermore, a general obligation of the owners 
of agricultural land located outside built-up areas was introduced, providing that such plots of land 
would have to be used exclusively for carrying out the agricultural activities applicable upon the 
day of purchase.  

In this context, the question arises whether projects for the production of energy from renewable 
sources, which are usually developed on such plots of land (especially arable land), are still 
allowed, respectively how they are impacted by the above-mentioned legislative changes. 

 

Securing land plots 

The development of a construction project in the field of renewable energy (“RE-Project“) implies 
at first securing the necessary plots of land. This can be done either by purchasing or by creating 
other types of real property rights upon the plots of land. In case of agricultural lands located 
outside built-up areas, the above-mentioned legal preemption procedure has to be performed 
prior to their purchase. Securing the land by creating superficies or easement rights is however 
possible without any restrictions, since the preemption procedure applies only for sale 
transactions. 

 

Permitting 

After securing the land, the project developer has to transfer the secured surfaces to the built-up 
area (intravilan) as a first step. This requires the approval of a zonal urban plan (plan urbanistic 
zonal), according to Law no. 50/ 1991 (“Construction Law“) and Law no. 350/ 2001 (“Urbanism 
Law“). 

The second step is to obtain the building permit for the RE- Project. When the building permit is 
issued, the plots of land are automatically removed from the agricultural domain, i.e. they are 
rededicated from agricultural into construction land. 

 

Importance of the most recent legislative changes  

Practice is dominated by uncertainty regarding the interpretation of the aforesaid amendments to 
Law 17. 

A literal and formal interpretation can lead to the conclusion that agricultural land may now be 
used only for agricultural purposes and RE-Projects (as well as other investments) are no longer 
permitted on such land.   



 
 

However, this interpretation seems ill-founded, especially since it contradicts the above-
mentioned dispositions of the Construction and Urbanism Laws, rendering their provisions futile, 
should the transfer of agricultural surfaces into the built-up area no longer be allowed. RE-Projects 
(such as wind or photovoltaic parks) require per se large undeveloped plots of land and are 
suitable, given their features (shade, noise etc.), for development precisely outside the built-up 
area. The narrow interpretation mentioned above would practically block such construction 
projects, which was surely not intended by the legislative body, given that it collides with the 
legislation in RE field. 

In this context it is more appropriate to interpret the new version of Law 17 in such a way that 
owners of land plots located outside the built-up area may not change the type of agricultural use 
applicable on the purchase day, as long as these plots of land stay outside the built-up area and 
continue to be used for agricultural purposes. This does not impede the transfer of the above-
mentioned plots of land in the built-up area through the approval of a zonal urban plan and their 
subsequent rededication as construction land by obtaining a building permit according to the 
applicable dispositions of the Construction and Urbanism Laws. 

On a final note, it must be highlighted that Law 17 provides no sanction for the owners’ failure to 
observe the abovementioned obligation. Therefore, it is not clear at the moment which sanction 
(if any) will apply for breaches of this obligation.  

 

Conclusion and prospects 

Amendments of Law 17 from October 2020 have no influence upon securing plots of land for RE- 
Projects through contracts for the set-up of superficies and easement rights; these can be 
concluded without the need to follow the preemption procedure stipulated for the sale of 
agricultural land located outside the built-up area. 

It is, however, unclear to what extent the above-mentioned plots of land can still be transferred to 
the build-up area and be rededicated as construction land. Hopefully, the legislative body will cast 
light upon these aspects, as well as upon possible sanctions in case of a breach of these legal 
provisions, by means of new amendments to Law 17.  
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